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• Strengthen models of sustainable 
development in the World Network of 
Biosphere Reserves

• Development Goals……for the sustainable 
management of biodiversity and natural 
resource and mitigation and adaptation to 
climate change

• Communicate the experiences and 
lessons learnt to facilitate application of 
these models

• Support evaluation & high quality 
management, strategies and policies for 
sustainable development and planning…
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“Place-Based Long-Term Social-Ecological Research” as key to investigate society-nature 
interactions’’ (ICSU 2010, Programme on ecosystem change and society (PECS) – A 10-year research initiative of 
ICSU and UNESCO – Workplan 2010: draft technical paper, Personal communication of PECS Chair, Steve 
Carpenter). (cited by Mirtl et al. 2013)

LTSER is the logical approach 
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Propulsion of Social-Ecological System theoretical background as a foundation for 
sustainability research in the context of the Anthropocene : 

(i) Anthropogenic drivers, initially perceived as ‘disturbances’ that should be minimized in 
LTER, became of special interest in LTSER (Mirtl et al. 2013).
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Propulsion of Social-Ecological System theoretical background as a foundation for 
sustainability research in the context of the Anthropocene :  

(i) Anthropogenic drivers, initially perceived as ‘disturbances’ that should be minimized in 
LTER, became of special interest in LTSER (Mirtl et al. 2013).

(ii) Complexity of the system under study increased dramatically: ecosystems are 
themselves complex adaptive systems (Folke et al. 2005), so are SES (Levin et al. 2013).

(iii) Conceptual framework included explicit interactions between the social and ecological 
elements including new research questions, e.g. citizen viewpoints (Mirtl et al. 2013).

(iv) Scientists eventually muted from objective detached experts delivering knowledge in 
LTER, to becoming one of the many stakeholders learning to manage complex adaptive 
systems, and involved in decision making in the LTSER (Waltner-Toews et al. 2003).

(v) In LTSER, policies become hypotheses, and management actions the ongoing learning 
experiments to test these hypotheses (Ostrom 2009). 

Implications for designing research 



  

“To create durable integration of [..] biodiversity research capacity and to address biodiversity policy 
needs, long-term socio-ecological research (LTSER) sites should serve as real-world laboratories 
for interdisciplinary and policy relevant research.’’  (Mirtl et al. 2013)

LTSER programs/sites as platforms is the logical tool 
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Allows inter- and trans-disciplinary research

In space and across scales...

NIWOT LTSER US – Bourgeron et al. In prep



  

Mirtl et al. 2013 Ecol. Soc.

LTSER sites and programs are platforms
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LTSER progams and platforms to meet the 
sustainabilty challenge of transformative adaptation

Colloff et al. 2016 Environmental Science & Policy
Colloff et al. 2017 Conservation Biology



  

What makes functional LTSER programs and platforms ?

Perspectives for LTSER in Biosphere Reserves

●  Efficient and comprehensive data management
●  Adequate (diverse) monitoring and evaluation
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Advice: - Synchronize Monitoring with the pace of change.
   -  The three blind spots: emergent outcomes, alternative causes, and 

multiple, non-linear pathways of contribution



PROMISING COMPLEXITY-AWARE MONITORING APPROACHES

1. Sentinel Indicators: The concept is borrowed from ecology, it refers to an 
indicator which captures the essence of the process of change affecting a broad area 
of interest and which is also easily communicated.

2. Stakeholder Feedback: Monitoring approaches that privilege feedback from 
stakeholders or make use of participatory methods are particularly valuable in 
complexity. Stakeholder feedback may involve a one-time measurement or an ongoing 
system.

3. Process Monitoring of Impacts: Focus on monitoring results-producing 
processes, i.e.  identifying processes considered relevant for the achievement of 
results or impacts and then monitoring whether these processes are valid and actually 
taking place.

4. Most Significant Change: Participatory monitoring and evaluation technique 
that involves the collection and analysis of stories describing the most important 
project outcomes.

5. Outcome Harvesting: Participatory monitoring and evaluation method that 
enables users to identify, verify, and make sense of outcomes (cognitive mapping).



  

Come at the Garden Route Interface Meeting

Contact : 
Jackey Deacon (dot@mpu.co.za)
Dirk Roux (dirk.roux@sanparks.org)
Herve Fritz (herve.fritz@mandela.ac.za)

mailto:dirk.roux@sanparks.org


Dialogues

Developing a social - ecological research agenda for Western Cape biosphere reserves

The first step of our collective actions is today...



We would like a mix of practitioners and researchers 
AT EACH TABLE.

Dialogues
Developing a social - ecological research agenda for Western Cape biosphere reserves

Thank you !

The first step of our collective actions is today...
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